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Abstract We investigate a quantum-correction method for

Monte Carlo device simulation. The method consists of re-

producing quantum mechanical density-gradient simulation

by classical drift-diffusion simulation with modified effective

oxide thickness and work function and using these modifica-

tions subsequently in Monte Carlo simulation. This approach

is found to be highly accurate and can be used fully automat-

ically in a technology computer-aided design (TCAD) work-

bench project. As an example, the methodology is applied to

the Monte Carlo simulation of the on-current scaling in p- and

n-type MOSFETs corresponding to a 65 nm node technol-

ogy. In particular, it turns out that considering only the total

threshold voltage shift still involves a significant difference

to a Monte Carlo simulation based on the combined correc-

tion of oxide thickness and work function. Ultimately, this

quantum correction permits to consider surface scattering as

a combination of specular and diffusive scattering where the

conservation of energy and parallel wave vector in the spec-

ular part takes stress-induced band structure modifications

and hence the corresponding surface mobility changes on a

physical basis into account.
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1 Introduction

As MOSFETs are scaled into the nanometer regime, full-

band Monte Carlo simulation becomes mandatory to esti-

mate quasi-ballistic transport without prior calibration. At

the same time, also the importance of quantum effects is

increased. This raises the question of how quantum cor-

rections can be incorporated into Monte Carlo simulation

and several approaches have been proposed in the literature:

(i) quantization perpendicular to the silicon/oxide interface is

considered via the solution of the Schrödinger equation and

transport is performed in the resulting subbands (e.g. [1–3]),

(ii) an effective quantum potential is used (e.g. [4, 5]) or (iii) a

quantum-corrected position-dependent band structure is em-

ployed (e.g. [6]). While all these approaches feature an elec-

tron density profile, which tends to vanish at the interface, the

corresponding formulation of surface roughness scattering

and/or the application to realistic MOSFETs is problematic.

First, using directly or indirectly the Schrödinger equation

(e.g. to determine the parameters of an effective potential)

involves an arbitrary choice of the transition point between

bulk and quantization region both in space and in energy, and

requires for computational reasons analytical band structure

descriptions. As quantization already leads in case (i) to a

valley repopulation, this approach fails to reproduce the ex-

perimental strain-induced electron mobility enhancements

[3]. In cases (ii) and (iii), the model for surface roughness

scattering based on the surface roughness root mean square

and correlation length [4] still inconsistently involves in the

full-band versions [5, 6] an effective mass and requires strain-

dependent calibration to measurements [5].

In contrast, a combination of specular and diffusive scat-

tering at the interface [7] explicitly involves the strain-

dependence via the conservation of energy and parallel-

momentum in the specular part (85% in our Monte Carlo
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simulator SPARTA). In fact, this model leads for holes under

biaxial tensile strain to a much lower enhancement for the

surface mobility than for the bulk mobility [8] in agreement

with surface mobility measurements [9]. However, this ap-

proach necessitates a classical density profile allowing elec-

trons to hit the surface (increasing the diffusive part for a

quantum density profile would eliminate the strain depen-

dence for this mechanism, if feasible at all). A possibility to

combine this surface scattering model with quantum effects

is to use a modification of oxide thickness and work func-

tion as obtained from quantum mechanics [10]. In [10], this

was achieved by analytical approximations for the threshold

voltage shift in weak inversion and for the effective oxide

thickness increase in strong inversion based on a parabolic

electron band structure. It is the aim of this paper to general-

ize this method to a completely numerical approach, which

can be routinely applied in a TCAD environment, to demon-

strate its accuracy and to apply it to process-simulated p- and

n-MOSFETs of a 65 nm technology.

2 Approach and discussion

Figures 1 and 2 show the source-side of the channel in a 45

nm n-MOSFET and the threshold voltage roll-off curves of n-

and p-MOSFET as obtained by density-gradient (DG) sim-

ulations, respectively. Our quantum-correction method con-

sists of reproducing the DG simulation below and around the

threshold by a classical drift-diffusion (DD) simulation with

modified work function and oxide thickness and to employ

these modified values subsequently in full-band Monte Carlo

simulation. First, the increase of the effective oxide thickness

in the on-state is computed according to �tox = (Xqm − Xcl)

εox/εSi where the quantum mechanical and classical charge

centroids are calculated in the source-side of the channel

along the line depicted in Fig. 1. In a 2nd classical DD simu-
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Fig. 1 Cross section of the source side of the channel in a 45 nm
nMOSFET. The bold vertical bar shows the position where the charge
centroids are calculated from the electron density profiles
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Fig. 2 Saturation threshold voltage roll-off curves of nMOSFET and
pMOSFET for a 65 nm node technology according to density-gradient
simulations
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Fig. 3 Logarithmic plot of the transfer characteristics of the 45 nm
nMOSFET showing the results of different quantum corrections em-
ployed in drift-diffusion simulations

lation using this �tox, the remaining threshold voltage shift

to the DG simulation is extracted and considered as a modi-

fied work function in the 3rd DD simulation as well as in the

Monte Carlo simulation.

In Figs. 3 and 4, the logarithmic and linear plots of the

transfer characteristics are shown for the 45 nm n-MOSFET

according to classical DD simulation, DD simulation where

only the threshold voltage shift is considered (this shift is, of

course, larger than the remaining shift when already taking

�tox into account), DD simulation where only the increased

tox is considered, the final DD simulation with modified tox

and corrected remaining threshold voltage shift, and DG sim-

ulation. In the subthreshold regime, i.e. in weak inversion,

changing only tox is not sufficient while considering only

the threshold voltage shift matches the DG result, whereas

both modifications are similar somewhat above threshold,

but still significantly away from density-gradient. Only the

combined correction reproduces density-gradient up to far

above threshold and also matches the quantum mechanical
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Fig. 4 Linear plot of the transfer characteristics of the 45 nm nMOSFET
showing the results of different quantum corrections employed in drift-
diffusion simulations
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Fig. 5 Electron sheet densities along the channel in the 45 nm
nMOSFET as present for different quantum corrections within drift-
diffusion simulations

electron sheet density in the source-side of the channel (see

Fig. 5).Finally note that the current at high gate voltage is

determined by the surface mobility model which in principle

should have been recalibrated to the universal mobility curve

for the DG simulation (in fact, this would lead to a complete

agreement of the 2 curves).

In Fig. 6, the results of the different corrections when

used in Monte Carlo simulation are shown for the on-

current scaling of n- and p-MOSFET. Of course, the tox

correction has the strongest effect because the on-state cor-

responds to strong inversion, but the additional threshold

voltage shift has a noticeable effect. In particular, consid-

ering only the total threshold shift still involves a signifi-

cant difference to the final result based upon the combined

correction.
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Fig. 6 On-current scaling according to full-band Monte Carlo simula-
tions of nMOSFETs and pMOSFETs using different quantum correc-
tions

3 Conclusions

We have presented a quantum-correction scheme for full-

band Monte Carlo simulation which considers the quantum

mechanical increase of effective oxide thickness and thresh-

old voltage. In a TCAD environment, this method can be

used fully automatical in a workbench project and allows

to use consistently diffusive and specular surface roughness

scattering and the corresponding stress-dependence.
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